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Foreword
A GIFT and a LABOR of love.
Not since Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind (1987)
has such an important compendium of information been assembled.
In Economic Sovereignty, Thomas Kurek has written an important
and information-packed work, which demystifies the complex
interplay between politics, economics, prosperity, poverty, jobs, and
perceived wealth. Imagine an economic and political cloak-anddagger detective navigating his way through the morass of dark
alleys to find vital clues buried in data, interestingly in plain sight,
to understand what has happened. In the end, there is no
cliffhanger; it is just disconcerting to realize that the morass is Main
Street, USA and the body count of collateral damage is just
beginning.
In July of 1997 in Salon, Camille Paglia called The Closing of the
American Mind, “the first shot in the culture wars.” Economic
Sovereignty demonstrates in no uncertain terms why, in the ensuing
twenty-five years, the nation and its people lost those culture wars
to the detriment of our posterity. Kurek’s work details the end
result of the education system’s focus on teaching, “what to think,”
rather than, “how to think,” which has been devastating to the
foundation of societal thought, resulting in a population that is now
growing in functional illiteracy. Compared with illiteracy (the
inability to read or write simple sentences), functional illiteracy is
the inability to comprehend and assimilate information beyond a
basic level. A functionally illiterate society cannot comprehend or
even sense that to which it is being subjected to, molding it into
something that few would recognize until it is too late.
At the same time, as the percentage of the functionally illiterate
increases, the norm of the leadership pool which affects our ability to
compete globally, decreases. Kurek’s sociological research is
compelling, logical, and a basis for change. Any problem requires
one to address the root issue, not just the symptoms, in order to
reverse and undo the effects. Economic Sovereignty is that first
step. It is a first step and the clarion call for a proper dialogue to
address the economic problems in our society. It will take nothing
Thomas E. Kurek
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less than a well-organized national crusade, if this country is to be
saved as a free society, where the efforts of one’s toils become
personal wealth instead of being spirited away in the middle of the
night by theft, taxes, regulations, and waste.
For those who have not become the victims of functional
illiteracy, whether bureaucrat, psychologist, sociologist, economist,
teacher, pastor, and others in people-oriented professions,
understanding emotions and perspectives can only enhance the
chance of successful outcomes. From the small local businessman to
the corporate lead, understanding the employee and their
expectations, whether realistic or not, can only help to improve
performance, the bottom line and sometimes just avoid hassles and
issues. The social and economic concepts presented in Economic
Sovereignty provide a crucial understanding for harmonious
connectivity.
Our country has lost untold wealth, irrecoverable to the sands of
time. There is no effort that can undo the inefficient utilization of
resources in the past. Let us imagine this nation as an onion, and
peel back the layers, one by one. Economic Sovereignty allows us to
understand that while we would expect to see onion at each new
level, the reality is that we find hidden rot. Left unchecked that rot
will destroy everything. The timidity of those unwilling to speak out
is no longer a luxury we can afford. Knowledge is power and an
educated citizen is society’s greatest asset. This work will be
criticized and dismissed, but that is just “business as usual” for
brutally honest works that induce us to take a hard look at
ourselves, with conclusions that are validated by reliable data. It is
never easy to hear the truth, particularly when it is disturbing.
I promise you that the few precious hours you will spend with
this book are not a waste. I encourage you to create avenues of
discussion that must be opened and debated publicly. Dare I say,
you will never look at the world the same way again.
Steven Yeh
Threat Assessment Policy Director
Integrated Threat Assessment Solutions Consortium America
(ITASCA), Former Congressional Candidate
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Preface
At Virginia Tech’s College of Engineering, I shared classrooms with
some of the brightest students in America. On the first day of class,
our Engineering Fundamentals professor said, “You are among the
best performing students in the nation, but don’t get too prideful.
Look to your left, and look to your right. By the beginning of next
year, the people sitting next to you will no longer be in this program.
Our attrition rate is over fifty percent. You must succeed this year,
if you want to be accepted by one of our specific engineering
programs.”
I was appalled. I had just surpassed ninety-five percent of my
peers to get where I was, and the first thing my new mentor tells me
is that I need to compete for another program, and to humble
myself? In truth, eighteen-year-olds need doses of humility like
infants need caged playpens. Clearly, this engineering professor had
not been teaching at retirement homes – he knew how to design
such benevolent cages for brash young’uns. He continued to
demonstrate his expert command of youthful psychology:
“The good news is that for those of you who succeed, you will have
one of the best careers you can get in America. You will always have
employers competing for your knowledge and skills, because there
aren’t many people who can do what you’re capable of. You will
have challenging, exciting work. You will be tasked with raising the
poor from poverty, healing disease, taming the hostile forces of
nature, and sheltering the bare bones of science with technologies
that make life better for everyone. You will be the engine of the real
progress of humanity. And you will have a very comfortable
compensation. A number of my students last year received
Corvettes as part of their signing bonus.”
Corvettes? Now he was talking! My peers glanced at each other
and smiled at the thought. A year later, they looked at my
Engineering Physics (ESM) classmates like a child looks at a
drunken adult. The other engineers had to take courses from our
ESM department to gain their foundation in applied physics –
vibration and control, finite element analysis, fluid mechanics,
dynamics, statics, and mechanics of deformable bodies. They
Thomas E. Kurek
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Preface
despised the complexity of
our courses; but, while our
peers offered loathing, the
academic community
offered respect. US News
and World Report ranked
Virginia Tech ESM as fifth
in the nation alongside
Stanford. Absent from the
report was the department’s
Photo 1: Stress Testing Bovine
student-blessed nickname:
Engineering Sado-Masochism. Pericardium for Cardiomend's
Intraoperative Autologous Tissue Tester
Sometimes I noticed chains
(LTR: Dr. Scott L. Hendricks, Rebecca,
and leather in the Deforms lab, Thomas Kurek)
and professors did wear black most of the time. They also cracked
some students’ spirits with a hard-boiled attitude when threefourths of the vibrations class failed the first major exam. Still, I
could never relate to the ESM joke. I thought Calculus of Variations
and programming Finite Element Method software from scratch was
kind of fun. Let me assure you that these sentiments do not
implicate my romantic proclivities in any way, although I’m a big
fan of leather and black clothes. Coincidence?
After graduation, we would need the humility that our mentors
and rigorous coursework inculcated. The effects of the dot-com
collapse and the September 11th attacks were manifesting.
Engineers were no longer receiving Corvettes. In fact, entry-level
engineers, lawyers, and computer programmers were having a hard
time finding work. For liberal arts graduates, the job market was
even worse. Most of my college-educated peers had to live with their
parents and take jobs that did not even need a college education.
Still, my transition to the working world was less dramatic than
my foray into college. Even during the recession, I obtained a
degree-related job within three months. I began programming
enterprise databases and web applications for the U.S. State
Department. One system was a collaboration with the National
Federation of the Blind, and another helped poor Africans to get
their products onto the global market. It was good work, but not as
challenging as my previous work in college, improving the reliability
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of bioprosthetic heart valves, and preventing life-threatening hip
fractures with kinematic analysis.
Despite such great medical
projects, I was unprepared to
face my heartbroken friends
who sprained their hopes and
dreams by tripping over the
gamed economy. The
resounding sentiment of my
peers was disillusionment.
They felt lied to, and as if
their productivity was not
Photo 2: Karen Roland and Thomas
rewarded. They felt that their
degrees were a waste. They felt Kurek Partner on USAID's South
African Trade Hub
that their responsible choices
were irrelevant. Many lived off of their parents, peers, loans, or the
government. Even the statistics indicated a great exodus from
independence. Pew Research showed that young adults (18-31)
living alone or married declined from 59% to 30% from 1968 to 2012.
Those who were cohabitating with parents, kin, or peers increased
from 41% to 70% during the same interval.1 Sallie Mae recently
estimated that two-thirds of parents expect to financially support
their children for up to five years after they graduate from college.2
Early adulthood in America looked more codependent than ever.
Liberated and prosperous young adults are supposed to stake their
own claim, live alone, or make independent families as they used to
in the 1960s, throughout history, and even in modern third-world
countries. These modern first-world lifestyles went against nature,
the globe, and humanity itself. The metropolis was a robotic nurse,
ready to mechanically dispense whatever injection the patient
needed to run away from their irksome disappointments. Many
twenty-first century cohabitating adults were jaded – compelled to
escape reality with narcotics, alcohol, entertainment-obsession, oversocialization, religious fanaticism, wanderlust, promiscuity, or
anthropomorphism (ascribing human features to animals). They

1
2

(Pew Research Center, 2013)
(Clabaugh, 2015)
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were transforming financial parasitism into instant gratification,
luxury, and vice – emulating the rise of Weimar Germany.
Discontent to let the grass grow under their feet, live within their
means, provide for themselves, and build a life where they stood,
they scattered to the winds every night, turning life into Dante’s
second circle of hell – always wandering, always seeking to take in
more stimuli, but never able to obtain peace and satisfaction.
Reminiscent of some dystopian movie like Fight Club,3 they were
like psychological vagabonds who returned to the same home every
night. By the time the vagabonds woke up from their escapism in
their thirties, their vanity fair would leave irreversible
consequences. Lost time can never be found again.
This toxic social dynamic could not be separated from the
economic atmosphere. Economic freedom preserves personal
freedom. The housing, public transportation, cars, education,
government, and healthcare were not worth what we paid. Price
signals were distorted by taxation, government spending,
regulations, subsidies, private cartels, and monetary policy. Instead
of increasing productivity and competition, reducing prices across
the board, the power and size of institutions increased, and the
codependency of the debt-serfs rose in turn. Net worth was
consumed by this voracious spending cycle and malinvestment.
Young adults emerged in their thirties without a dime in their
pockets, and shackled by the debts they had chosen, including their
wasted time. They needed a dose of humility to accept their
obstructed independence. I could kindly support my floundering
friends, but despite my technical expertise, I couldn’t cure their
hearts or reprogram the robotic nurse they lived in.
My situation was different than my vagabond peers, but humility
would strike me from a different angle. Even with my career off to a
great start, social misfortunes force-fed me my pride. With
American, Eastern European, and Italian blood flowing through my
veins, I expected it to taste like hot dogs and kielbasa over spaghetti.
It actually tasted more like genuine liberation from my impulse to
exhort and control, which has a similar level of indigestion during
the idealistic arrogance of young adulthood.

3

(Fincher, 1999)
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As my economic and business knowledge unveiled the illusions of
progress and prosperity around me, I was perturbed by the phony
smiles of the poverty-hustling entertainers, politicians, educators,
clergy, and journalists. Their disingenuous platitudes masked their
seething wrath and envy. Fear, aggression, and the self-loathing
animosity of classism dripped from their lips in every speech,
however cleverly disguised as positive and loving at times. My
economic research would do something much more than disprove
these class warriors. It would reveal facts that nobody has discussed
before regarding our economy, prosperity, and the way we improve
our lives. The truth of our economy is not somewhere between the
perceptions of socialists or capitalists – but on an alternate plane
altogether.
But how could such impersonal abstractions motivate me to
invest so much of my own hard-won earnings and energy into such a
tedious pursuit of truth? Was I really motivated by the outrageous
tax and economic policies of inept politicians? Pure altruism is a
four-leaf clover. Most often, there is a deeply personal motivation
underlying altruism, even if subconscious. I reflected upon my life
to discover my own experiences with classism that went beyond the
great depression ghettos of my family, and looked past the
mountains of unmerited income in the institutionalist economy.
After much introspection, I realized that my motivation was deeply
personal – to willingly spend months of my free time crunching data,
researching, making spreadsheets and charts, and reading heady
economic analyses from leading economists in the world.
Underlying my motivation was an aggregation of every injustice
inflicted upon friends and family by ubiquitous government
usurpation of the sweat from their brow, and the Orwellian
destruction of merit, liberty, honor, and self-reliance that robbed
their spirits. Policies inspired by classism darkened their souls with
dishonesty and codependence, so that they were more apt to lose
their identity to some collectivist interest group, in which other selfabdicating, self-loathing people could commiserate and plan attacks
on their scapegoats. The social malaise from this psychological
robbery was awful enough. But my most profound experience with
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classism was during a romance that Charles Dickens may have
greatly expected.4
In light of my own deeply personal experience, what of the people
who speak of the rich and the poor who don’t even know what it
means for classism to go beyond material concerns, and forge a blade
right into the heart? What of those who can’t even conceive of how
classism can destroy true love? I know firsthand that the darkest
side of classism is its moral and social consequences. That was the
burning fire in my soul that gave me the willpower to spend
hundreds of hours of my time buried in spreadsheets and data for
economic analysis.
Ultimately, economy and society are massive forces that are
beyond the control of any one individual. As much as I could not
prevent classism from destroying romance, I could not prevent the
housing collapse, even though I predicted it. Neither could I compel
my peers to do productive things with their energy, and stop
running away from their social and economic setbacks. I could only
do the right thing for my own life; responsibility for “the world” is
just a fanciful abstraction. But that abstraction can be
comprehended analytically. Something much deeper instigated
class conflict in our illusory economy, and for all of these deeply
personal reasons, I was compelled to investigate.
President Obama called income inequality “the defining challenge
of our times.” Occupy Wall Street rallied against the rich for years.
The TEA Party said that Americans were Taxed Enough Already
(TEA). American unemployment shifted to declining labor force
participation at an astonishing rate. Prices were increasing, while
they claimed that there was no inflation. Real estate was still
massively overpriced. Trillions in deficit spending by the
government sacrificed our future to the present. Severe warnings of
economic calamity began to circle the wagons. A French economist
preaching about income inequality was paraded around the media
and political forums like a prophet of global salvation. All around
us, the drums of class warfare were beating stronger by the minute,
instigating deep resentments.

4

(Dickens, 1861)
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Underneath all the fanfare, what was the true story of the
American economy? How did we get here? How have things
changed for us? Are the rich getting richer? Are the poor getting
poorer? What principles do we need in order to deter classism and
increase cooperation? What knowledge do we need to vote wisely,
and pursue the right economic decisions for our families and our
nation? How can we increase American prosperity?
The answers to these questions are crucial to every American.
For me, the research conveyed in this book has been a great
adventure in both enlightenment and humility. It is the most
principled and comprehensive public analysis of the American
economy to date, decorated by social implications. I know that it
will be highly valuable to citizens, academics, journalists, analysts,
and our elected officials. They will discover fundamental concepts
for discerning their own place in the economy, and new evidence
from my charts and figures for their own specific interests. They
will gain an understanding of the American economy that is rare,
and contrary to many popular misconceptions.
I know that this research struck a
chord because one of my childhood
heroes, Buzz Aldrin, chose to come to
two of my speeches in the U.S. Senate
for briefings on the preliminary
results. I could not have been more
honored! The audience was
comprised of gracious, wise, and
great Americans with whom I am
delighted to collaborate. Regrettably,
I could not even have a word with
COL(R) Aldrin when we shook hands,
because we were shuffled out of the
room so quickly. Nonetheless, it is an
experience I will never forget. Men like
COL(R) Aldrin inspired me as a child to
pursue scientific and technological
dreams.

Photo 3: COL(R) Buzz Aldrin
attends Thomas Kurek's first
research briefing in the U.S.
Senate on October 27th, 2014

Despite my passion for science and technology and the inspiration
of such heroes, I found that this technical research must be
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Preface
complemented with social considerations. Whether it is animosity
towards the poor, or wrath against the rich, classism is a social
disease. On a personal level, I don’t resent those who have fallen by
the wayside or done me wrong. I only welcome them to a new life of
prosperity, understanding, and cooperation. If I can find this mercy
and kindness in my heart for those who have personally injured me,
then can’t we more easily find mercy for strangers whom we can
only make assumptions about?
Even if these massive economic forces are far beyond our
individual control, and humbling beyond words, I think the
American people have been humbled enough for the past generation.
Let this final dose of humility resonate, and let us realize what must
be done to restore a vibrantly productive nation. Only with
economic sovereignty will we be able to short-circuit the robotic nurse
that tranquilizes the jaded, and hypnotizes the class warriors who
create the jaded.
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Introduction
America is not at a crossroads.

It already stumbled onto the wrong
path, and descends its dismal trail deeper into economic despair.
Unfortunately for the people who ignore economics, our concurrent
social and political chaos cannot be decoupled from this ill-fated
financial journey. It will continue to reach into their homes with
increasing ferocity. The things that seem positive are illusions, and
what seems awful is actually much worse.
In slightly under two-hundred pages, all of this uncommon
knowledge is presented to the reader with flowing text, reduced to
the most concise and easy-to-read presentation possible without
losing substance. The computed reading grade level for the entire
book is thirteen, meaning that any college freshman, advanced
placement high school student, or college graduate will comprehend
the writing flawlessly. Authoritative sources of data and
information were selected for analysis from the most well-respected
organizations, thinkers, and professors from ancient through the
contemporary times.
Drawing from that treasure trove, the evidence of our economic
perdition is written into over a hundred pages of charts and
citations, conveniently removed to the back of the book. The most
curious and diligent readers will be thrilled with the opportunity to
dig even deeper into the references and charts. Perhaps they will
make observations that are more relevant to their specific interests,
but outside of the scope of this book. They may also find something
profound that escaped the attention of this author. Since the source
material is encyclopedic in scope, it should open a new conversation,
rather than end all debate.
The book begins with a creative short narrative based upon true
stories. It sets the tone for the personal impact imposed by our
economic illusions, and many people will relate to the heartrending
experiences. The rest of the first chapter is a concise evaluation of
American economic history, and global competitiveness, along with a
rebuttal of deceptions surrounding poverty and welfare in America.
People who have followed print and television news will be shocked
at the amount of economic misinformation they have consumed from
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many journalists and politicians. Those who work at the highest
levels of economic analysis and research may not be as jolted, but
they will be impressed with some unique perspectives.
The second chapter obliterates the left/right,
Democrat/Republican political paradigm and presents a vision-based
model for ideology. This accurate ideological paradigm is derived
from Thomas Sowell’s A Conflict of Visions,5 and is crucial to
understand how legal and institutional influence has corrupted our
economy. Common economic fallacies in the education, energy,
environment, and labor markets are dispelled. Anyone who is
curious about the impact of discrimination, affirmative action, and
diversity programs on labor markets will be thrilled with the end of
Chapter 2: The Institutionalist Creed.
Chapter three presents very practical knowledge of income,
wealth, and prosperity that should interest any working person in
the modern world. Without an understanding of prosperity, citizens
are apt to be haplessly acted upon by manipulative organizations.
The knowledge of prosperity is a cornerstone of liberty, since
economic freedom preserves personal freedom. Concepts of wealth
vs. income, “fair shares,” “level playing fields,” unaccounted
resources, financial moments in time versus lifetimes, and
intangibles are elaborated.
Next, the false fears of income inequality are thoroughly
debunked, as income inequality for experience (age), industry, and
real income contradicts the lamentations of egregious inequality
from poverty hustlers and the vote-pandering politicians who
gallivant themselves upon the broken dreams of our most vulnerable
neighbors. In fact, the exact opposite is shown – that America has
been living under a socialistic and oppressively imposed equality
that has damaged labor markets and demotivated productive
careers. Section three of the third chapter unveils a large unspoken
inflator of our healthcare costs, and also shows how a public school
teacher earns the same total compensation as an average CEO over
the course of her career – which is much higher than lawyers,
engineers, technologists, scientists, and economists. Five new

5

(Sowell, A Conflict of Visions, 1987)
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income-based socioeconomic classes emerge and the fabled “rich”
class is evaluated by the numbers.
Finally, a novel model for Lifetime Prosperity is presented,
addressing all forms of taxation, wealth, income, and access to
resources. It is the culmination of all the principles used in this
prosperity analysis, with powerful application in personal finance,
financial planning, debt reduction, tax policy, and socioeconomic
propositions. There is nowhere for poverty hustlers to hide from this
model, since their claims must account for all of its factors. They
prey on the uninformed, and no reader of this book will ever again
become a victim of the poverty hustlers’ manipulations.
Chapter four begins with a summary of the findings, and ends
with serious proposals needed to recover economic sovereignty,
including voting laws, tax filing, welfare reform, government
transparency, government spending limits, bureaucratic
accountability, and a coordinated clandestine tax revolt as a last
resort. The pattern of vorardennes – the oppression of the uppermiddle class – is shown through historical accounts of Nazi
Germany, Communist Russia, China, and French Revolutionary
atmospheres. Modern vorardennes in social democracies is
perpetrated with sophisticated taxation and cultural tricks instead
of violence.
The ultimate outcome is to compress all middle class people into a
powerless mob, with vorardennes acting on the top of the middle
class, while welfare, subsidies, and minimum wage laws work on the
bottom. All normal citizens – the ones who survive by their own
merits – are rendered irrelevant to the civic process. By defeating
the upper-middle class, those privileged citizens with favor from the
ruling elites turn the most productive workers of society into beasts
of burden. Plans by the Democrats to increase taxes on successful
middle class workers for the few years of their life when they attain
high income is the last nail in the coffin of the American dream.
Meanwhile, truly destitute people are suffering while phony “poor”
people encumber exhausted middle class workers. There is no
compassion for real poverty in this arrangement, and everyone is
poorer with their necks under its boot.
It might be said that this kind of precision and formulation is
somewhat devoid of humanity. On the contrary, there is always the
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inspiration of those like Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton, Hypatia,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, and the Wright brothers.
Without analytics, the incredible system-based wizardry that
expresses our greatest human needs and desires would have been
impossible. Math, reason, and philosophy are great powers; but, all
power comes with a price. The metropolitan robotic nurse that we
live in is a grey, concrete parasite. It also operates mechanically,
but its precision keeps its jaded children as “safe” as they are
hypnotized. There is nothing more devoid of humanity than this
system of control and parasitism. With enlightenment, we will
defeat it and recover economic sovereignty for all citizens.
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Part 1: Demystifying the American Economy

Photo 4: The Aghileen Pinnacles in Alaska,
Clouded in Mist, Penetrated by the Sun
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